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Abstract

The observation that caloric nystagmus can be evoked even in microgravity conditions argues against Barany's convective theory.
To justify this result, gravity-independent mechanisms (mainly endolymphatic volume changes and direct action of the temperature
on vestibular sensors) are believed to contribute to caloric-induced activation of vestibular receptors. To define the importance of
both gravity-dependent and gravity-independent mechanisms, the posterior semicircular canal of the frog was thermally stimulated
by a microthermistor positioned close to the sensory organ. The stimulus produced a gravity-dependent transcupular pressure
difference that, depending on the position of the heater, could result in either excitation or inhibition of ampullar receptor sensory
discharge. When the heater was positioned on the ampulla, or when the canal rested on the horizontal plane, no responses could be
evoked by thermal stimuli. These results suggest that, in our experimental conditions (vT up to 1.5³C), neither a thermally induced
expansion of the endolymph nor a direct action of the temperature on vestibular sensors play any major role. ß 1999 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In clinical practice, caloric tests are the most widely
used tools to evaluate, by observing the evoked caloric
nystagmus, the functionality of the peripheral vestibular
system.

In spite of this, the actual mechanism of the response
of labyrinthine receptors to thermal stimuli needs to be
clari¢ed further.

The original convective theory of Barany (1906) was
questioned after the observation that a thermally
evoked nystagmus may be observed either during orbi-
tal £ights (microgravity conditions) or after semicircular
canal plugging, i.e. under experimental conditions that
should prevent gravity-dependent endolymphatic con-

vective currents (Sherer and Clarke, 1985; Stahle,
1990; Parnes and McClure, 1990).

To explain these results other thermally dependent
mechanisms have been proposed. Endolymphatic vol-
ume changes and a direct action of the thermal stimulus
on vestibular sensory units (hair cells plus a¡erent nerve
endings) are in fact believed to contribute to caloric
responses of vestibular receptors (Harada et al., 1987;
Gentine et al., 1990, 1991a^c; Suzuki et al., 1998). The
actual importance of these non-thermoconvective mech-
anisms, however, is not known.

The present study was undertaken to gain more in-
sight into the mechanisms that are involved in vestibu-
lar receptor responses to caloric stimulation.

2. Materials and methods

Experiments were carried out on whole labyrinth
preparations isolated from the frog Rana esculenta pre-
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viously anesthetized, by immersion in 0.1% 3-amino-
benzoic acid ethyl ester methane sulfonate solution
(MS-222, Sandoz). Dissection of the labyrinth was per-
formed as in Zucca et al. (1993). After isolation of the
petrosal bone, the otic capsule was opened and, as a
rule, the posterior canal together with its ampullary
nerve micro-dissected free. In some experiments, how-
ever, the horizontal semicircular canal, instead of the
posterior one, was used. The preparation was then
transferred into a 50 ml perspex chamber ¢lled with
arti¢cial perilymph (composition in mM: NaCl 113;
KCl 2.5; NaHCO3 1.2; NaH2PO4 0.17; CaCl2 1.8;
glucose 5.5; pH 7.3) and positioned at the center of
the chamber so that the canal (posterior or horizontal)
lay in the vertical plane (Fig. 1). Nerve ¢ring rate (Nfr),
recorded from the ampullary nerve by a suction elec-
trode, was measured using a window discriminator and
a frequency-to-voltage converter (Zucca et al., 1993).

The apparatus for thermal stimulation of ampullar
receptors was made up of a heating probe (heater)
and a current generator. The heater, made by a NTC
miniature bead thermistor (diameter 1 mm, length
5 mm) sealed in a glass tube, was positioned in the
vicinity of the posterior canal (about 10 Wm from the
canal walls) according to the scheme reported in Fig. 1;
i.e. at the center of the ampulla [1] ; between the end of
the ampulla and the beginning of the utriculus [2] ; over
the crus commune [3] ; on the thin arm of the canal [4],
about halfway between [3] and [5] (see below); between
the end of the ampulla and the beginning of the thin
arm of the canal [5].

The heater was driven by a current generator con-

trolled by a PC, equipped with a home-made software
program, through its parallel port. Stimuli consisted of
square waves (40 or 120 s duration) and di¡erent in-
tensities (0^20 mA).

The currents used (0^20 mA) produced in the ther-
mistor a dissipation in the range 0^120 mW, corre-
sponding to a temperature increase ranging from 0 to
1.5³C in the £uid bathing the canal.

More details concerning the stimulating method have
been described elsewhere (Zucca et al., 1999).

3. Results

Fig. 2 depicts the e¡ects of a caloric stimulus of me-
dium strength (6 mA; 40 s; vT 0.65³C) applied to dif-
ferent parts of the semicircular canal (see Section 2). It
may be noticed that the e¡ects of the stimulus on am-
pullar receptor Nfr were clearly dependent on the posi-
tion of the heater. In fact, when the probe was located
in [2] or [3], the stimulus produced an increase in resting
¢ring rate; when located in [4] or [5] it produced a
decrease in Nfr; when located in [1] or in a point inter-
mediate between [3] and [4], the stimulus, even the most
intense we used (vT 1.5³C), did not exert any e¡ect.
However, the location of the neutral point between [3]
and [4] was full of di¤culties since a few micrometers
shifting of the heater was su¤cient to cross this point
and to transform an excitatory response to an inhibi-
tory one or vice versa.

From the tracings reported in Fig. 2 it may also be
noted that both excitatory and inhibitory e¡ects of the

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the experimental set up for recording Nfr from the ampullary nerve of the frog posterior canal. Inset: The
various points in which the heater was positioned. UT, utriculus; AC, anterior canal; HC, horizontal canal; PC, posterior canal.
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caloric stimulation were maximal when the probe was
located in [3] and [4] whereas the responses were clearly
less intense when the probe was in [2] and [5].

In a further series of experiments the posterior canal
was thermally stimulated when its plane was rotated, in
steps of 30³, from the vertical to the horizontal plane
(Fig. 3). It can be seen that ampullar receptor responses
gradually decreased until, when the canal rested on the
horizontal plane, no response could be detected. This
condition, however, was a critical one. An inclination of

few degrees (probably less than 1³) was enough to ob-
serve either an excitatory or an inhibitory response.
This result parallels the observation that, by rotating
a human subject, it is very di¤cult to ¢nd a position
(neutral position) in which a thermal stimulus is unable
to evoke a caloric nystagmus (Hood, 1989).

The results presented so far suggest that ampullar
receptors are extremely sensitive to gravity-dependent
endolymphatic pressure di¡erences induced by caloric
stimuli.

Fig. 2. E¡ects of thermal stimuli (6 mA; 40 s) applied in di¡erent parts of the posterior canal on the Nfr recorded from the ampullary nerve.

Fig. 3. E¡ects of the rotation of the posterior canal, from the vertical to the horizontal plane, on thermally induced sensory discharge of am-
pullar receptors. The heater was located in [3] or [4].
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To quantify both canal sensitivity and time course of
the ampullar receptor responses to thermal stimulation,
stimuli of constant duration (2 min) but di¡erent inten-
sity (0.5^14 mA; vT 0.02^1.5³C) were employed. The
canal was lying in the vertical plane and the heater was
positioned in points [3] and [4] (see Fig. 4), i.e. where
the stimulus produced maximal e¡ects. It will be noted
that temperature changes as low as 0.08³C were su¤-
cient to produce noticeable (about 10%) changes in re-
ceptor resting discharge. For temperature changes high-
er than 0.8^1³C responses saturated or were completely
inhibited, depending on the position of the probe (see
diagram in Fig. 4).

The experiments have also shown that, in both exci-
tatory and inhibitory conditions (heater in [3] or in [4]),

a marked adaptation, especially for the highest stimuli
tested, was constantly observed. Excitatory responses
decayed in about 30 s and gave rise to an undershoot
lasting about 40 s. Inhibitory responses decayed too but
could not reach the baseline values, within the duration
of the stimulus (2 min). At the end of both types of
stimuli a rebound or an inhibition of Nfr was con-
stantly observed, the intensity and duration of which
were dependent on stimulus strength.

In clinical practice, caloric tests monitor the activity
of the horizontal canal only (not of the posterior one).
To verify whether there are di¡erences between these
two sensory organs, the whole group of experiments
was repeated on the horizontal canal. The results dem-
onstrated that, taking into account the opposite func-

Fig. 4. Upper part: Example of the e¡ects of caloric stimuli of constant duration (2 min) and di¡erent intensity (vT from 0.02 to 1.5³C) ap-
plied in [3] or in [4], on ampullar receptor resting ¢ring rate. Lower part: Conversion characteristic between stimulus intensity applied in [3] or
[4] and peak Nfr. Values (means from four di¡erent experiments) are expressed as percentages of resting ¢ring rate.
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tional polarization of horizontal and posterior canal
hair cells, thermal stimuli evoked e¡ects qualitatively
similar in both organs. However, from an experimental
point of view, it is more convenient to use the posterior
canal. In fact, owing to the presence of the ampulla of
the anterior canal and the overlapping between the thin
arms of the horizontal and the posterior canal, it was
not possible to stimulate in such a precise way the var-
ious parts of the horizontal canal.

4. Discussion

Caloric tests represent a clinical tool particularly
suited for studying vestibular function. These tests,
although able to give information limited to the nerve
path arising from the horizontal canal, are in fact the
only methods that allow the separated study of each of
the two vestibular hemisystems. Nystagmus, however,
represents the ¢nal event of a complex process linking
the thermally evoked sensory discharge of the horizon-
tal canal to horizontal extraocular muscle activity (see
Baloh, 1998 for a review). It is therefore evident that
knowledge of the processes taking place at the ampullar
receptor level during caloric stimuli might be of impor-
tance for a better understanding of VOR physiopathol-
ogy (Jacobson et al., 1993; Baloh, 1998).

Contradictory opinions have been expressed regard-
ing Barany's theory. It has been hypothesized that, in
addition to the convective currents, both an expansion
of the endolymphatic volume and a direct action of the
temperature might a¡ect vestibular sensors. The present
results clearly demonstrate that, at least in our exper-
imental conditions (warm stimuli producing tempera-
ture changes ranging between 0 and 1.5³C), these two
factors play a minor role, if any.

These ¢ndings seem to contradict Spacelab experi-
ments (Sherer and Clarke, 1985; Stahle, 1990). How-
ever, since hair cells exhibit clear synaptic plasticity
signs upon exposure to microgravity conditions (Ross,
1993, 1994), it is possible that, during space £ights, the
sensitivity of the vestibular end organs becomes high
enough to display caloric nystagmus responses not ob-
servable before. This might justify the di¡erences be-
tween our and Spacelab results.

In our experimental conditions, the possibility of an
endolymph pressure increase, due to thermal expansion,
a¡ecting the sensory discharge of ampullar receptors is
probably not realistic. In fact, in the thermal range (vT
0^1.5³C) and with the temperature distribution we
measured (Zucca et al., 1999), the hydrostatic model
by Gentine et al. (1991a) leads to estimation of a max-
imal increase of the hydrostatic pressure of the order of
1031 Pa. In a previous study we demonstrated that
pressure di¡erences of at least 0.25 mm H2O (about

2.5 Pa, i.e. 25 times greater) are needed to modify the
activity of vestibular sensors (Zucca et al., 1991). More-
over, it may be remembered that a generalized expan-
sion of the endolymph, induced either by increasing the
hydrostatic pressure between the endolymph and the
perilymph (Zucca et al., 1991) or by using hypotonic
perilymphatic solutions (Zucca et al., 1995), causes in-
hibition, never excitation, of vestibular sensors.

Regarding the direct action of the temperature on
ampullar receptors, the present study demonstrated
that, in the thermal range tested (vT up to 1.5³C),
even when the heater was positioned at the center of
the ampulla, i.e. very close to both hair cells and nerve
terminals, no detectable activity change could be ob-
served. This, obviously, does not mean that ampullar
receptors are insensitive to temperature changes. Stud-
ies carried out on guinea pig isolated vestibular hair
cells (Zenner and Zimmermann, 1995) demonstrated
that heating results in elongation and cooling in short-
ening of the sensory cells. These cell movements, how-
ever, were evident only when the temperature was
changed by about +5³C or 37³C in comparison to
that of the bath (37³C). A direct action of the temper-
ature was observed also by Zucca et al. (1983a,b) and
by Rossi et al. (1995) on ampullar receptors of the frog.
Also in this case temperature changes of at least þ 5³C
were needed to observe signi¢cant modi¢cations of am-
pullar receptor activity.

Cawthorne and Cobb (1954) demonstrated that in
humans the temperature changes which take place in
the perilymphatic space during a standard caloric stim-
ulation (44³C and 30³C) were of the order of +0.8³C for
the hot stimulus and of 30.65³C for the cold one. These
values are comparable with those employed in the
present study but are noticeably lower than those
used in the above-mentioned studies (Zenner and Zim-
mermann, 1995; Zucca et al., 1983a,b; Rossi et al.,
1995). On the other hand, in our experimental condi-
tions, it does not make sense to use stimuli which pro-
duce perilymphatic temperature changes higher than
1³C since the ampullar receptor response was already
saturated (or inhibited) for this temperature variation
(Fig. 4).

What does actually occur inside a semicircular canal
during caloric stimuli? According to the most widely
accepted theory, thermal stimuli induce an endolym-
phatic density variation that, by producing convective
currents, is able to modify ampullar receptor activity
(Barany's convective theory). However, taking into ac-
count the dimensions of the arms of a semicircular ca-
nal and the fact that the cupula seals o¡ the ampulla
completely, it is hard to imagine that real convective
currents may take place in the endolymphatic space
(Gentine et al., 1990).

It is more reasonable to think that heating induces a
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local expansion of the endolymph making it lighter.
The lighter £uid, owing to gravity, will receive an up-
ward push (Archimedes' principle), which gives rise to a
transcupular pressure di¡erence of hydrostatic instead
of hydrodynamic (convective) origin. In other words, as
suggested by Gentine et al. (1990), bending of the cu-
pula might occur also in the absence of convective cur-
rents. (Further studies will be devoted to developing a
computer simulation of this hydrostatic model.)

Adaptation to both mechanical, electrical and chem-
ical stimuli appears to be a common feature of vestib-
ular receptors (Zucca et al., 1993; Masetto et al., 1995;
Guth et al., 1998). Our results demonstrated that adap-
tation also occurs in response to caloric stimuli. How-
ever, the present experiments have also shown that
excitatory e¡ects adapt much more quickly than
inhibitory ones. This observation suggests that mecha-
nisms of di¡erent nature are involved in vestibular sen-
sory adaptation to excitatory or inhibitory stimuli. In
fact, an increasing volume of literature indicates that
the cellular processes sustaining vestibular receptor rest-
ing activity are di¡erent from those involved in evoked
activity (Guth et al., 1991; see also Guth et al., 1998 for
a review). Since inhibitory stimuli act on resting activity
and excitatory stimuli on the evoked one it is not so
surprising that phenomena of di¡erent origin may have
di¡erent adaptations. At any rate, the time course of
adaptation is completely similar to that observed by
Zucca et al. (1993) when step mechanical stimuli of
the same duration were employed. This observation
strengthens the idea that the main e¡ect of thermal
stimuli is, as for mechanical stimuli, to produce trans-
cupular pressure di¡erences.

A consequence of adaptation was that at the removal
of inhibitory stimuli nerve activity rebounded whereas
at the removal of excitatory ones a clear inhibition en-
sued.

Both rebound and inhibition of the sensory discharge
lasted for a relatively long time (3^4 min, depending on
stimulus strength).

This last observation might be of some clinical im-
portance. In fact, taking into account the whole time
course of ampullar receptor response, it may be hy-
pothesized that, after a caloric test, at least 5^6 min
are needed before the VOR recovers its normal respon-
siveness. A resting period of about 10 min should there-
fore be left between two successive irrigations.
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